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Title: Middle-earth: Shadow of Mordor - Captain of the Watch Character Skin
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Monolith Productions, Inc., Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
WB Games, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Release Date: 20 Jan, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit: Vista SP2, Win 7 SP1, Win 8.1

Processor: Intel Core i5-750, 2.67 GHz | AMD Phenom II X4 965, 3.4 GHz

Memory: 4 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560 | AMD Radeon HD 6950

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 25 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian
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Fecharam o jogo cabrões!. The objective of this game is to click (like the name says) to decide how to attack and defend.
It's too simplistic as there's no strategy, it plays as a game of chance.
I'm guessing this was a mobile port or a mobile original.
On the plus side, it has cards and a ton of achievements.. Must-Play! Classic NES adventure style a la Zelda. Surpassed all
expectations in terms of length, exploring, variety, music and fun boss fights! Bravo. I put in 38 hours for a full completion.
Can't wait to do it all over.. Wow, do NOT buy this full price. Only get it on a sale and honestly you aren't missing anything if
you pass on it. (in fact you probably should) Took me 16 minutes to play, only two small fights, no valuable story content.. 5
battles in and the repetitiveness of the game has already turned me off to it. Not to mention there is no volume slider to adjust
the sound just on and off buttons. I'm not adjusting the computer sound and all of the background things I have going on just to
hear the sound on this game.. 1st impresions are good. It recognised my tablet and is pretty painless to get going. witthout a
single referance to a tutorial or manaul. So for a straight 2d paint software it's good, though a little unintuative with erase being
.. odd and the undo function soon hits the limet.

The manaul seems out of date with dead links e.g http:\/\/www.gertrud.com.ar\/
Brousing though the youtube channel for tutorials is confusing, with what seem more like demo vids, than something to learn
by.

A good one to start with is
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=18g0S0zkOVk&index=2&list=PLBqbdhU5umbcAiteIeILgE0xzVh5afOnf

I'd rather have this unprofesional approach than a huge price hike though, so it's nothing I'm too concerned about..
*******EDIT: (9\/9\/14) So after some messing around I found that running the game in a resolution like 1280x1024 seems to
improve the lagging and stuttering I experienced while moving about the map. Now, it's not great but it's better then when I'm
running at 1920x1200. Hope that helps.*******

Unfortunately this game does not, at this time, receive my recommendation because the game performs like garbage. It really
upsets me to see this great title being defamed in this manner. Everything that is great about this game has been there since the
original game and United Independent Entertainment GmbH has taken that exact game, made some nice little additions, allowed
for HD widescreen resolutions and that seems to be about it. At any speed, moving around the map is near impossible, it stutters
and jerks about, sometimes continuing to move around long after I\u2019m done pressing the left or right key. Needless to say
this performance issue is pretty severe and I\u2019d imagine that we won\u2019t hear anything from the developers in the form
of a response regarding this seemingly widespread issue, but I\u2019m hoping this is one of those \u201cfeel good\u201d
gaming stories where the Scumbag Steve actually ends up being the good guy Greg.
On the bright side I love what this game was and would love to be able to play it in \u201cHD\u201d without having to quit in
frustration because the game cannot handle moving about the map. If this issue is addressed and patched you can be sure
I\u2019ll be recommending this game.
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This is a 50-50 for me (on recommending or not), but I went against just because it's not worth $10 and the DLC is pretty
ridiculous. The early levels are fun, and if you can get this on sale (like I did), you might get enough enjoyment out of it to
justify buying it. However, if you want my opinion, don't bother with the "Random levels" or "New Life" DLC. "New Life" is
basically just a harder kind of Campaign mode, which harder level aren't even fun in the first place. The "Random Levels" (I
assume this is the "Pool" tab in the game) are so ridiculously difficult as to be a complete waste of time (as in you start the level
with a single stage 1 surrounded by 3-4 stage 3s of a single color. Sound like fun? I didn't think so.) Maybe the Pool levels are
better if you grind lower levels like crazy, but I'm not interested in grinding the exact same levels over and over and over and
over and over and over and over and over... *five hours later* ...and over again.

If this game offered 'Random levels" that had an adjustable difficulty setting so they were playable earlier (meaning you
wouldn't need to grind for days on the exact same levels just to be able to advance), that might put me just over that 50-50 line
into recommending it, but such random levels would have to be included with the game, not as DLC (because they are essential
to enjoying the game). That said, this game suffers from horrible balancing and becomes too hard too fast at about the 2 hour
mark with no "zen" mode or anything to play in a relaxing manner at that point. It's fun and enjoyable for the first couple of
hours, but, after that, it's just not fun at all, unless you want to play the exact same levels over and over dozens, if not hundreds,
of times. It's a nice idea, but it needs some SERIOUS difficulty tweaks and something to make grinding less repetitive before I
could recommend buying this game, even on sale.. Let's start with the cons: it's short and the grammar is somewhat off, not
really bad, but it's obviously written by someone with a limited knowledge of the English language. The story is funny though
and the graphics are actually pretty good. Wish there were more encounters, especially since the story gives a few set ups that
could have been used, like the chase scene after Pumpkin destroys sunflowers in the field of a sorcere and when she visits the
ruin of a sorcerer who was experimenting with a potion that could change someones gender. Definitely worth the low price..
Best shooter game in vr. Would recommend purchasing if you dont own already, \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 it... buy it again if
you do :D. pros

- good looking graphics and nice sea animations
- good voice acting
- dark atmosphere
- puzzles are mostly enjoyable. they are not so easy or difficult
- creepy cursed island setting and ghost story intriguing
- hidden object elements are fun.
- well made cut scenes
- there is auto save
- game is long
- there is extra chapter

cons

- there are some frustrating slider and trial\/error puzzles. fortunately you can skip if you don't want to solve them.
- there are no steam achievements
- game doesn't drop cards.
- there is no travelling map
- hint system not working the way \u0131t's supposed to be

this is an better and longer hog game than many hog games in Steam. i quite enjoyed and recommended!. Great game with alot
of potential! Only unfortunate thing is the playerbase overall great game though!. Remember why I've thumbed down the game?
It was because I couldn't identify some nuances and because no color had a name somewhere to help whoever had color
problems. Since then, the developer managed to correct that - he was very understanding of that and here's the result: the update
I was waiting for.

However, there is still a warning: I've played ABC Coloring Town. Avoid this one. If you really want a digital color book,
spend on your money on Discovering Colors - Animals.

So let's go change a few points.

Steam is opening itself to other customers and I can see that many educational games are also sold on it. While it's true
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that the platform isn't for all ages, parents are using their account to buy them and generally, they're keeping an eye on
what the kid is doing. For a so young audience, I can point to It's Spring Again and Big Thinkers Kindergarten.

What's Discovering Colors - Animals?

It's a coloring "interactive" book. Indeed, the kid choose an animal, colors it with the pencils proposed and when
they're done, an animation is triggered either automatically or manually - depending on the current mode.

Indeed, you can find three modes: coloring, free and painting. Sorry if it's not corresponding to the real English words
but I've played it in French.

Coloring: Each image part has a color tag. The kid takes the pencil with the same color and clicks on the
element. If they're wrong, they'll see it visually. When they're done, the animation is beginning automatically.
This mode is the only one that can unlock four new drawings.

Free: The kid is in front of an empty animal. They're free to choose any color they want among those proposed.
Like in the previous mode, if they click on a element, it will be colored. This mode allows the child to trigger the
animation at any moment.

Painting: It's similar to the previous mode, apart that the child is coloring the drawing as if they have real
pencils. There is no more automatic coloring and no animation can be triggered.
It means that if the kid begins with Painting, they can let their imagination run wild and then compare with the
vision of the developers through Coloring.

But these creations can't be exported. If you want a trace of them, you need to take a screenshot (as advised in
the info menu). If you don't, when exiting the drawing, everything will disappear.

There is also an editor where the kid can draw what they want, with all the pencils unlocked. Again, you can't
save his creation. You need to take a screenshot (Steam allows you to take screenshots easily, luckily).

What does change now?

Apart that finally, an adult struggling with colors is now more at ease to identify them and to explain them to a
child. There was a color I couldn't identify as being light brown or grey, now, I can say that it's brown. I could
also be picky about some colors but I'm pretty sure that my mom will disagree with me, as she's more accurate
for that than me.

Now, the title isn't misleading anymore: you can activate an option that will allow an audio file to play with the
name of the color. Each time you're clicking on a pencil, the name will be played. I'm just a little disappointed
that the voice is well-known as it's like being read by a computer. But hey, it's already better than nothing. And
for the adult, it's a lifesaver there if (s)he had indeed problems to identify them.

The animals are easy to recognize though I'm wondering why there is an alien in them. The only missing thing
here is probably the name of the animal (no need to have an audio file, however, the name to color could be
nice). But well, if the aim of the developer is to let a maximum of freedom to the adult, I'll concede this point: it
will be less confusing for them to recognize an animal than a color.

Now, while I do think that there are probably more opportunities to improve this PC\/Mac version (like the
animation in the end with a little story, little facts about the animals or the colors), the developer listened and
managed to find some alternative to make sure that a larger public can play it.

Discovering Colors isn't expensive and can amuse a child. Right now, it has stepped up above a simple coloring
book on paper. With the new option, it's making it more interactive. And despite the cold and metallic voice, the
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audio option, which will probably make some crazy if you switch too often in a short span of time, is really what
was missing for me to provide a thumb up.

There is room to improve a game and the developer managed to see that: even the mobile version will be
updated. I'm glad to have discussed with him - we didn't have a problem to discuss easily as we're both speaking
French, the language being our native one.. POLSKA!!!! BIALO CZERWONA!!!! hehehehe. These weapons are
only good for the first 10 minutes of the game, youll easly come by better weapons extremely quickly
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